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"Elie present invention relates to circuit ar
rangements for storing and retransmitting' im
and while it has particular application to
the storing
retransmitting of trains of im
pulses employed for setting up connections in
telephone and like systems it will be understood
that it not limited. to such application.
Arrangements are known for the electronic

cry tube takes place at the usual high speed

storing of impulses and these arrangements fre

which is very much greater than the rate of im

pulse reception and retransmission required in
a telephone system.
It is a further object of the invention to pro
vide circuit arrangements whereby the memory
tube is employed in an economic manner.

According to one feature of the invention, in

circuit arrangements for storing signals employ

mg a cathode ray tube of the memory type, the
cathode ray tube is provided in common to a
beam is arranged to scan the screen, which may
plurality of signal sources and the electron beam
of special construction and will be referred to
is controlled to traverse in turn a plurality of
_as- a storage surface, in a manner similar to a
storage areas on the screen, each storage area be
television raster. The beam intensity is con 15 ing individual to one of said sources.
trolled
time relation with the impulse pattern
According to a further feature of the inven
que-

y 1

olve
principle
the use
or" of
these
a cathode
tubes is ray
that the

it is desired to store and the impinging of the
beam on a particular small area of the storage
surface causes a variation of charge distribu
tion over the area, thus registering an impulse.
‘he retransmission of the stored impulses is ef

fected by a second scanning operation, which may
serve to cancel the existing registration. Tubes
of this nature are termed “memory” tubes and
will henceforth be so termed in this speci?ca
tion.

The rate at which impulses may be stored on

the storage surface and subsequently retrans

tic-n, in circuit arrangements for storing and
retransmitting digits employing a cathode ray
tube of the memory type conversion equipment
is provided ?rst to receive digits at one speed
and to transfer them at a higher speed to the
.ieinory tube for storage purposes and second
to receive stored digits from the memory tube
at one speed and to retransmit them at a slower
speed to enable the memory tube to be used in
common to a plurality of digit sources.

'

According to another feature of the invention,
in circuit arrangements for storing‘ and retrans
mitting digits employing a cathode ray tube of

mitted is very high and may be many thousands
per second. Such high speeds are of advantage 30 the memory type the screen of the tube is di
where the memory tube is used, for instance, in
video. up into a plurality of areas each of which
conjunction with a high speed calculator but it
is adapted to store a- plurality of digits and con
is too high for use with, for example, telephone
trol circuits are provided for causing the electron
systems where the‘ speed of Lrnpulse transmission
beam continuously to scan said areas successively
is approximately 10 per second. in such a case 35 to enable digits to be stored, stored digits to be
the storing of a train of impulses on a decimal
held or stored digits to be retransmitted as re
quired.
basis and also the retransmission thereof may
involve a time up to 1 second and the electron
in one embodiment of the invention, the num
beam cannot be occupied for such a period since
ber of the impulses to be stored is injected into a

is essential to regenerate the impulse pattern 4.0 digital counter, preferably electronic, associated
on the storage surface several times a second to

the storage.

with a particular impulse source. When the
memory tube is next associated with the impulse

A further problem in the use of memory tubes
source a signal indicates that a train of impulses
in cQnJection with a telephone system is purely
is ready to be stored and impulses are then trans
economic. The memory tube with its associated 45 mitted to drive the counter to normal and the
ch suits is comparatively complex and it is not a
aemory tube stores such number. The memory
practical proposition to allocate memory tube
tube thus stores the complement of the required
"1 its large storage capacity to the storage of
number to a suitable predetermined number.

the comparatively small number of impulse trains
involved in the setting up of a telephone connec
tion.

7

it is the main object of the present invention
to provide impulse storing and retransmittlng ar
rangements involving a memory tube in which
the operation of the control circuits of the mem

This recording takes place extremely rapidly so
50 that the counter is quickly cleared for the injec

tion of the next number.
Retransmission is eil‘ected by applying a fur
ther signal to a control circuit of the memory
tube and impulses are again fed to the same or
a separate counter until the number counted
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storage surface, the beam is controlled so as to
scan the two-dimensional array continuously.
Providing the time of one scan is small compared
with the leakage time-constant of the screen,
and this is readily possible, very little change

corresponds to the number stored. The counter
is then set to normal under impulse control, the
resetting impulses being also transmitted to ap

propriate controlled equipment.
The invention will be better understood from
the following description of one embodiment
taken in conjunction with the accompanying

occurs in the charge distribution from one scan

to the next so that no impulse is passed through

the pick-up plate during regeneration.
Further, if the distance between the centres
it applied to equipment including a key strip,
the operation of which causes corresponding 10 of two adjacent dots is less than a critical dis
tance, approximately 1.33 times the diameter of
trains of impulses to be transmitted over a suit
a dot, it is found that the beam when excavating
able outgoing circuit. Following the usage of tele
the second dot, partially re?lls the ?rst and this
phone practice, such equipment will be referred
effect is employed for erasing purposes as will
to as a sender. In the drawings
Fig. 1 shows a block schematic of the com 15 be described in detail later.
In adapting this method for the storage and
ponent parts of the equipment,
retransmission of pulses in a telephone system,
Fig. 2 shows the circuit of the pulse source,
it is preferred to use 12 dots for each digit to be
Fig. 3 shows the basic circuit for the X and Y
stored. It is possible to include 48 dots in each
timebase circuits,
Fig. 4 shows in schematic form the way in 20 line of the two dimensional array thus providing
4 digits for each line and to obtain 32 lines. Fur
which the X and Y timebase circuits are built
ther it is su?'icient to provide for the storing of 8
up employing the circuit of Fig. 3,
digits for each control circuit or sender so that
Fig. 5 shows the line test circuit in detail,
2 lines are allocated to each sender and one
Fig. 6 shows the keyset and the sender cir
drawings comprising Figs. 1 to 10.

This shows

cuit,

Fig. '7 shows diagrammatically the operation

25 cathode ray tube may thus be provided in com
mon to 16 senders.

of one relay in the line test circuit,

Fig. 8 shows diagrammatically the operation
of the three relays forming the line test circuit,
Fig. 9 shows the control and discriminate cir
cuit and
Fig. 10 shows diagrammatically one method
of successively associating the senders with the
common equipment.
While any form of memory tube may be em
ployed, it is preferred to use an ordinary cathode
ray tube controlled in the manner described in
a paper read on November 2, 1948, by F. C. Wil
liams and T. Kilburn entitled “A storage sys
tem for use with binary-digital computing ma
chines” and published in the Proceedings of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, part III, No.

As mentioned above the beam continuously
scans the two dimensional array and the senders
are associated with the tube automatically for
the portion of the scan during which the beam
is passing over the lines allocated to them, that
is to say the senders are associated with the tube
on a time division basis irrespective of whether

a particular sender actually requires connection
to the tube for storing or retransmission.

The method of storing the digits in the present
arrangement is slightly diiferent to any of the
methods described in the paper. Each line is
subdivided into two as shown below, the upper

subdivision being designated position 1 while the
lower is designated position 2. In the unwritten
or normal line, all the dots are in position 2:

Positionl
40, March 1949, pages 81 to 100. The method of
Positionzxxxxxxxxxxxx
storage described in this paper is based on the
and
the
separation of the dots is greater than
fact that when the beam of a cathode ray tube 45
the critical separation mentioned above. In a
illuminates a small area of the screen, a charge
written line, the dots appear partly in position
distribution is set up on the screen and persists
1 and partly in position 2:
for an appreciable period of time after the beam

has been cut off. Assuming the de?ector plates,
internal conductive coating and ?rst and third 50

Positionl

Position2

x

x

x

x

x

XXXXXXX

The separation between a dot in position 1 and
a corresponding dot in position 2 is less than
the critical separation.
In operation, assuming the line is unwritten,
negative potential of, say, ~2000 volts, then the
inner surface of the screen will also be at earth 55 the beam is controlled to impinge at the begin
ning of a line in position 1. The beam will exca
potential. Under these conditions, the charge

anodes are all connected to earth while the con
trol grid, cathode and focus electrodes are con
nected in normal manner with respect to a given

distribution over the small illuminated area of

vate a well or form a dot and a pulse will be ob

tained from the ampli?er. This pulse causes a
the screen is negative. The rate of change of
shift voltage to be applied to the Y de?ector
charge at the boundary of the small area is high
so that the charge distribution curve through 60 plates to bring the beam immediately to position
2. This switching action takes place very rapid
the area has the appearance of a “well.” By ap
ly and the shift occurs before the beam is cut
plying a suitable switching potential to the con
oil. A dot is already in existence in position 2
trol grid of the cathode ray tube and suitable
however, and hence no impulse is obtained from
shift voltages to the X and Y de?ector plates of
the tube, a series of “wells” or dots may be set 65 the ampli?er. The shift is however maintained
until the beam is cut off when it is removed and
up on the screen or storage surface of the tube
the beam returns to position 1. Further since
in the form of a two-dimensional array.
the dots in the two positions are within the
A signal or “pick-up” plate, consisting of a
critical distance, the presence of the dot in posi
sheet of metal foil or gauze, external to the
screen is closely attached to the face of the tube 70 tion 2 causes the dot formed in position 1 to be
?lled and hence erased. Since there is no dot
and each time a well is formed, a pulse is trans
in the next area in position 1, the same opera
mitted through the pick-up plate and thence to
tion occurs and the beam is switched to position
an ampli?er which is usually arranged to de
2. The dot caused by the beam in position 1
liver a positive-going output.
In order to maintain the dot pattern on the 75 is ?lled or erased. Thus where a line is unwritten,

5
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the total effect is to cause the regeneration of
the dots in position 2.
Now assume that a digit is to be stored on the
screen i. e. written on the screen.

In this case

when the beam arrives on the ?rst area in position
1 the shift circuit does not become effective and
the required number of dots plus one are formed

6
serves to control, in conjunction with the control
and discriminate circuit CD, the application. of
the previously mentioned shift voltage over lead
YTBA to the Y plates of the tube. The line test
circuit itself responds to signals transmitted to

it from the sender S over the instruction lead
INS. A signal is transmitted over this lead at a
in position 1 and the corresponding dots in posi
time when a sender which requires to carry out a
tion 2 erased. The reason for the additional dot
writing or reading operation is associated with
will be explained subsequently. As long as this 10 the common equipment. These signals are also
digit
stored on the screen, no pulses will be
transmitted to the control and discriminate cir
obtained from the ampli?er when the beam scans
cuit CD while the determination as to whether a
he dots in position 1 and again the shift is not
writing or reading operation is required is eifect
applied so that the dots in position 1 are re
ed over the lead DISC extending from the sender
generated. When the beam passes beyond the 15 to the control and discriminate circuit. Stored
last dot in position 1, however the shift becomes
impulses are retransmitted over terminals OUT
effective and the dots in position 2 are regen
of the sender circuit. These various circuits will
erated.
now be considered in detail.
When it is required to read the digit, the beam
The circuit of Fig. 2 shows the pulse source PS
is caused to move to position 2 the ?rst area 20 which consists of a multivibrator comprising the
of which will be empty. A dot is formed at the
double triode V I and its associated resistors and
?rst area in position 2, a pulse is delivered by
capacitors. The square waveform obtained from
the ampli?er and the corresponding clot in posi
the right-hand anode is applied to the control grid
tion 1 is erased. This operation continues with
of the cathode ray tube via the capacitor C2 and

subsequent dots and ?nally the existing dots in 25 also to the diiferentiating circuit comprising ca
pacitor Cl and resistor RE. The output from the

position 2 are regenerated so that when the beam
reaches the end of the line, dots occur in posi

tion 2 only. The required digit has thus been
transmitted and erased from the storage sur
face.
The circuits for controlling the beam and for
using the pulses delivered by the ampli?er will

differentiating circuit passes over the lead PS to
the X timebase circuit XTB (Fig. 3) and to the
control and discriminate circuit CD (Fig. 9). The
inclusion of the diode V2 in the lead PS ensures
that only negative-going pulses are fed over PS.
It will be seen from the waveforms given in Fig. 2
that the negative-going pulses occur at the end

now be described and reference will ?rst be made
to Fig. 1. The common equipment consists of a
of the positive~going waveform applied to the
cathode ray tube CRT, a signal ampli?er S AlWP, 35 control grid of the cathode ray tube i. e. at the
a line test circuit LTC, a control and discriminate
moment when the beam is cut o?.
circuit CD, a pulse source PS, X and Y timebase
The X and Y timebase circuits are of the digi
circuits X1313 and YTB respectively and their as

tal step-by-step type and the basic switching

sociated ampli?ers XTB AMP and YTB AMP
circuit is shown in Fig. 3. This consists of a scale
respectively while the individual equipment con 40 of-two stage comprising the valve V3 and its
sists of sixteen sender circuits and associated
associated resistors and capacitors and a switch
keyset, two only of the senders SE! and SE2 and
ing stage consisting of a double triode vs. The
keysets Ksl and KS2, being shown for con
scale-of-two stages comprises a relaxation cir
venience. It should be mentioned that although
cuit having two conditions of stable equilibrium
the sender is shown controlled by a keyset this 45 and, assuming the circuit shown is that of stage
is by way of example only and the sender may
Si, is driven from the pulse source over lead PS.
be controlled by any other suitable means such
The left—hand portion of the double triode Vii is
as, for example, a perforated tape.
arranged as a cathode follower and when the
The pulse source PS has two outputs, one of
right-hand portion of V3 is non-conducting, the
which is a square waveform having a recurrence
current flow through the cathode resistor R2 in
frequency of 50 kc./s. and serves to switch the
creases so that the cathode potential is sufficiently
beam of the tube on and oif while the other is a
positive to out oi the right-hand portion of VA
narrow pulse obtained by differentation of the
which is connected as a diode. When the condi
square waveform and coincident with the nega
tion of V3 is reversed, however, part of the cur
tive-going edge thereof. This narrow pulse 55 rent flow through R2 passes through the diode
serves to control the X and Y timebase circuits
and thence through R3, which is common to all
and is also fed to the control and discriminating
stages. Thus a small potential is developed at
circuit for switching purposes as will be described
the common point, the potential being negative
later.
The X timebase circuit provides a
with respect to earth or other selected reference
stepped waveform, the duration of each horizon 60 potential. The resistor R2 will have different
tal. portion of the step being of the order of 20
values in the different stages according to the
micro-secs. while the duration of on-switching
amount of shift corresponding to each stage. The
oi the beam is 10 micro-secs. The X timebase
value of resistor R2 is always Very large compared
circuit provides
output on every 12th pulse
with that of R3 so that the resistance variation
which is applied over lead ‘I? to the control and 65 from stage to stage is substantially linear.
discriminate circuit CD for switching purposes
The switching stages are built up to provide
and to the line test circuit LTC. The Y time-base
the timebase circuits as shown in Fig. 4. As re
circuit provides a group pulse for every two lines
gards the X timebase circuit four switching stage
this pulse is fed over lead GS to the control
S1, S2, S3 and S13 are arranged in series to form
and discriminate circuit CD. The pulses derived 70 a 12-point counter, the feedback from as to S3
from the pick-up plate P are fed to a signal
serving to reduce the count from 16 to 12. An
ampli?er S AMP of conventional type and the
output is taken from stage Sll so that each 12th
output from the ampli?er is fed to the line test
pulse is applied over lead TP to the control and
circuit LTC and thence to the sender circuit S.
discriminate circuit CD (Fig. 9) and to the line
The line test circuit is a switching circuit which 75 test circuit LTC (Fig. 5). As previously pointed
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out 12 dots are required for the storage of one
digit and as there are four digits to a line, two
more scale-of-two circuits S5 and S6 are pro
vided. The output from the last stage S5 is fed
to the Y timebase circuit which consists of 5 scale
of-two stages S1, S8, S13, S10 and S11 to give a 32
point counter there being 32 lines in the array.
Since there are two lines allocated to each sender,

over lead TR for each dot except the ?rst stored
on the screen and these impulses operate the
This continues until the counter is
' counter.
counted out when a signal is transmitted to the
common equipment to indicate that the required
number of dots have been stored in position 1.
The remainder of the line is ?lled with dots in
position 2. It will be appreciated, of course, that

the number of dots stored corresponds to the
the output from the stage S1 is taken over lead
GS to the control and discriminate circiut CD 10 complement to the number 11 of the digit re
quired.
(Fig. 9) and serves to indicate the moment of
During transmission of a digit, an impulse is
disconnection of one sender and the connection of
received over the lead TR for each dot except the
the next. It will be understood that resistor R3 is

?rst formed on the screen in position 2 and these
the same as resistor R3’- shown in Fig. 3 while re
sistor R11 is a similar common resistor for the Y 15. pulses are again counted by the electronic

counter. The number of pulses so counted will
be the complement of the digit required to the
number 11 and at the end of the reception of the
stored pulses, the multivibrator MV is e?ective in
AMP (Fig. 1) . The circuits of these amplifiers are
20 transmitting pulses to line over contacts MVI and
conventional and are not shown in detail, the
also via 0 to SS1. These pulses are also fed to the
outputs being applied to the X and Y de?ection
counter and transmission continues until the
plates as shown in Fig. l.
counter is again counted out so that the digit
A description will now be given of the sender
transmitted
to line corresponds to the key which
circuit S and keyset KS shown in Fig. 6. The
was previously depressed.
sender includes two relaxation circuits having two
The keyset KS consists of ten keys K! to K10
conditions of equilibrium and comprising the two
corresponding
to the digits 1 to 10, a start send
double triodes V 14 and V18 with their associated

time‘case circuit. The voltages developed across
resistors R3 and R4 are fed respectively to the X
and Y timebase amplifiers RTE AMP and Y'I‘B

key KSS and a clear key KCL. The keys K1 to
resistors and capacitors. In view of the par
K11] are wired to four relays KA, KB, KC and KD
ticular use of these circuits as switches they will
henceforth be referred to as toggle circuits, V14 30 so that the operation of one of the keys serves to
cause the operation of one or more of the relays
being termed the H toggle and V18 the N toggle.
to inject the required digit into the counter as
Pentodes V55 and V16 control the transmission
described above. The following table shows the
of signals over the instruction and discriminate

relation between key operation, relay operation

leads INS and D186 respectively while pentode

V1? is concerned with the passage of pulses from 35 and stages changed over:
the signal ampli?er S AMP (Fig. 1) to the elec
Key
Relay
tronic counter in the sender. The valve VIE} is
arranged to operate as a multivibrator to control
K1 ________________________ .. KA
the operation of relay MV which at contacts MV 1
KB
transmits impulses over the outgoing leads P1 and
_ KA, KB
xo
P2 at the rate of 10 per second.
KA, KC
The H toggle, V111, serves to associate the sender
KB, KC
_ KA, K13, KC
with the common equipment. The H toggles of
KD
all the senders are connected in a ring and are so
arranged that one is in the opposite condition to ’

KA, KD
KB, KD

Stage
ss1

ssz
ss1, ssz

sss

ss1, ssa
ss2, sss
ss1, ssz, sss
SS4

ss1, SS4
ssz, SS4

all the others, thereby associating its sender with
the common equipment. The operated H toggle is
returned to normal, for instance by the pulse

KD are each connected in series with a slow-to

transmitted over the lead GS from the Y timebase

release relay G.

circuit and in reverting to normal passes on a '

In the normal condition of the circuit, 1. e.
while the sender is disconnected from the com

It will be noted that relays KA, KB, KC and

pulse to the next H toggle in the ring to change
this over. The circuits for this operation have
not been shown in detail but the arrangement is

mon equipment, the right-hand portion of V14
is non-conducting i. e. the control grid is negative
with respect to earth so that the inner control
grids of V16 and V11 are negative and both these
valves are cut-off. The inner control grid of V15

indicated generally in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10, H1,
H2, . . . H16 correspond to the H toggles of the

16 senders associated with the common equip

is connected to the potentiometer comprising re
‘
sistors R8 and R9 connected between 0 and -140
The electronic counter in the sender comprises
volts. Resistor RE) is considerably greater than
four scale-of-two stages SS1, SS2, SS3 and SS4
arranged to form an 11-point counter. This 50 RS so that this control grid is substantially at
earth potential. The outer control grid of VIE is
counter is generally similar to the counter com
normally at negative potential being connected to
prising the stages Ell-S4 except that the feed
a point on the potentiometer R6, R1 also con
back connections, which are not indicated in Fig.

ment.

nected between earth and —140 volts so that the

6 make it an 11-point instead of a 12-point

counter. It is operated somewhat di?erently ac
cording as to whether a writing or a reading op

eration is in progress. Consider ?rst the writing
operation. The depression of a particular key of

65

valve is normally non-conducting. A momentary
positive-going pulse is however applied to the
outer control grid when the H toggle trips in view

of the connection from the left-hand anode of
V113 via condenser C3 to the outer control grid.
contacts HA1, K131, KC! and KDI, the effect of 70 Hence provided the inner control grid is at earth
potential at this time, a pulse will be extended
which is to change over the stage associated
over lead INS to the control and discriminate cir
therewith and thus to inject into the counter the
cuit CD. However the inner control grid may be
digit which corresponds to the key depressed.
negative at this time depending on the condition
When the sender is connected to the common
equipment an impulse is transmitted to the sender 75 of relay N, G or IP as will be described later.
the keyset causes the operation of one or more of

2,686,225
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In the normal condition of the N toggle VI 8 the

left-hand portion is conducting and the right
hand portion non-conducting and contacts Ni
are in the position shown in the drawing. The N
toggle is tripped by the operation of contacts G!
on writing or by the ?rst pulse received over lead
TR on reading in a manner to be described later
and in both cases is returned to normal when the

tion as to whether writing or reading is required
is effected over the discriminate lead DISC, the
arrangement being such that current flows over
the lead for reading but not for writing. This is
determined by the instant at which the N toggle
is transposed. As previously described, for writ
ing the N toggle is transposed on the operation of

relay 6- and remains transposed until the digit

counter is counted out by a pulse via condenser
has been stored in the common equipment. Dur
l0 ing the whole of this period the outer control grid
C7.
The circuit operates in the following manner.
of V l 5 is negative with respect to earth and hence
Assume ?rst that there is no digit to be stored
the valve VH5 does not conduct and no current
and no digit to be retransmitted. When the H
?ows over the lead DISC. For reading, the toggle
toggle is tripped, a positive pulse is applied via C3"
N is not tripped until the ?rst impulse is received
to the outer control grid of VIE but this is with 15 over lead TR and hence when the H toggle trips,

out e?ect since the valve is cut off on the inner

control grid from the negative of Ni over 182 and
GL4. The N toggle is not tripped nor do either
of the valves We and Vi? conduct. Finally the
multivibrator is maintained inoperative by a neg
ative potential applied
ISi and metal recti
?er MED. No signals are therefore transmitted

we conducts and current flows over lead DISC

until the N toggle is tripped.
The transportation of the H toggle also causes
a positive potential to be applied to the inner con
trol grids of V55 and Vi? from the now positive

control grid of the right-hand portion of Vlfi. As
regards Vie this positive potential is ineffective

over leads INS or DISC and, since the beam will
since as just pointed out for writing Vi 6 is cut oii"
be regenerating dots in position 2 only, no pulses
on the outer control grid. The action of VI‘! will
25
will be received over the lead TR.
be described subsequently.
Now assume that the operator is setting up a
When the instruction pulse is transmitted over
number on the keyset KS and that the ?rst digit
lead INS to the control and discriminate circuit,
is the digit 5. Key K5 will be depressed thereby
this circuit prevents the shifting of the beam from
extending earth to relays KA and KC which op
position 1 to position 2 and since there is no dot in
crate together with relay G. Relays KA and KC ' position 1 a positive pulse is obtained from the
at contacts KM and KS5 change over stages SSi
ampli?er S AMP and performs a switching oper
and S553 in the counter thereby injecting the digit
ation in the control and discriminate circuit CD
5. In addition relay G at contacts G5 extends a
to enable subsequent pulses from the ampli?er to
negative potential through recti?er limit to the N
be transmitted over the transfer lead TR and
toggle
is thus tripped. Contacts N l are
condenser C to the outer control grid of Vii. As

thus operated to the alternative position but the

mentioned above the inner control grid of Vil is
positive with respect to earth so that the pulses
applied to the outer control grid pass through the
anode circuit.“ These pulses which will be nega
tive~going are applied to the N toggle but are
without effect since the left-hand portion of W8
causes a negative potential derived from potenti
is non-conducting. The pulses are also applied
ometer are to be extended to the outer control
via capacitor C5 and lead CS to the input to the
grid of the valve V i 6 for a purpose to be described
electronic counter which thus registers a count
45
later.
of 6 after the receipt of the ?rst pulse. As the

negative potential on the inner control grid of
W5 is maintained at G2 until the operator has
released the key K5. Relay G then releases.
The transposition of the N toggle, as well as
causing the changeover of contacts Ni, also

The condition of the circuit is thus as follows:
1. The digit 5 has been injected into the elec
tronic counter.
2. The N toggle has been transposed i. e. the

left-hand portion of V58 is non~conduoting
- uitivibrator Vie remains locked.

-

or control grid of V55 is at earth po

l but the valve is cut off on the outer con
1

beam of the cathode ray tube moves from area to
area in position 1, the pulses received over TR

operating the counter step-by-step and on the re-'
50 ception of the 6th pulse the counter registers a

count of 11. A pulse is then transmitted from the
‘ith stage SSA via capacitor C7 and recti?er MRS

to the control grid of the right~hand portion of
V18. The N toggle thus reverts to normal where
upon the control grid of the left-hand portion
becomes positive with respect to earth and. this
positive potential is applied to the outer con
trol grid of Vie, t e inner control grid being at
earth potential. The valve thus conducts and
current flows over the discriminate lead DISC to

the control and discriminate circuit CD where it
causes the beam to shift from position 1 to posi

:e applied to terminal SA 01' the
g s in and the H toggle is transposed. As
tion 2 and since dots already exist in position 2,
a result of bill“ transposition a positive~going
regeneration only takes place and no further i1n~
pulse
applied from the anode of the left~hand 65 pulses are received over the transfer lead TR.
portion of Vi via C3 to the outer control grid
The reversion to normal of the N toggle also
of Vi?. New
inner control grid of W5 is at
causes contacts Ni to revert to the position shown

earth potential and hence a negative-going pulse

in the drawing, thereby replacing the negative

s obtained in the anode circuit which extends

potential on the inner control grid of Vi 5. When
the beam has scanned the two lines allocated to
the sender S, the group pulse is fed over lead
GS to reset the H toggle, whereupon a negative
going pulse is obtained from the anode of the

'

'

ontrcl and discriminate circuit CD (Fig.

1c instruction lead INS. This pulse gives
r

to be store-d (writing) on the common equipment
or is ready for the transmission of a digit from the
common equipment (reading). The determina

left-hand portion of vac and this negative-going
pulse is applied over lead SB to set the H toggle
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of the next sender. In addition the reversion of
the toggle reapplies a negative potential to the
inner control grids of V i 6 and VI ‘l and the sender
circuit is restored to its normal condition.
It will be understood that the above operations
occur extremely rapidly and will in all cases be
completed before the operator depresses the next

12

.

.

relay 1? is again completed over 183, relay IS not
having had time to release. Contacts 1P2 again
place a negative potential on the inner control
grid of V15 to prevent the transmission of a

further instruction pulse until the multivibrator
has completed its operation. The lock is removed

from the multivibrator on the operation of con
tacts N i. However the multivibrator is arranged
key, as the circuits are arranged for the beam
to
have a recurrence frequency of 10 per second
to scan the screen 30 times a second.
The sender now awaits the operation of the 10 and since the pulses from the common equipment

are received extremely rapidly, they will all have
been stored in the counter before the multi
mitted to the common equipment as described
vibrator has transmitted one impulse. The re
above.
lay MV in the anode circuits of V19 is arranged
Consideration will now be given to the opera
tion of the sender when a stored digit is to be 15 in a similar manner to relay N and in the locked
condition of the multivibrator i. e. with the right
transmitted from the common equipment. In

next digit key by the operator and this is trans

the ?rst place it should be pointed out that the
digit stored in the common equipment is the
complement of the required digit to the number
11.

In the case considered above, 5 was the re

quired digit and the digit stored was 6. Re
transmission of this digit will now be considered.

When the operator has depressed the required
digit keys, she operates the start-send key KSS
to indicate that sending may begin. The opera~

hand portion conducting, the contacts MVi are
in the position shown. When the lock is removed
on the operation of relay N, the right-hand por
tion will eventually become non-conducting and
the contacts MVI will change over to initiate
the ?rst pulse. This pulse is terminated when

the right-hand portion again becomes conduct

ing and a negative-going pulse is then trans
mitted from the anode circuit of the right-hand
portion via C5 and the lead CS to the electronic
tion of the start-send key causes the operation
counter. The multivibrator continues to operate
of relay 1?, of relay CL over IF! and of relay IS
until it has transmitted 5 impulses at the rate
over GL5 and 1P3. Relay 1? at 1P2 applies an
of 10 impulses per second when ll pulses will
additional negative potential to the inner con
trol grid of V I5 while relay IS in operating looks 30 have been fed to the counter. On the 11th pulse,
a pulse is fed from the fourth stage SS4 to the
over 184. When the operator releases the start
N toggle which is then returned to normal and
send key KS8, the circuit of relay 1? is opened
again locks the multivibrator over contacts Ni
and this relay releases followed by relay CL. The
and 1S2. Five impulses have thus been trans
circuit of relay IS is also opened but its slow-to
mitted over leads Pi and P2 corresponding to
release characteristics enable it to be maintained
the operation of the digit key K5.
operated until relay IP is re-operated as will be
In addition the restoration to normal of con
described later. The release of relay 1? and
tacts NI opens the circuit of relay 1P. Relay IP
the continued operation of relay IS results in
is a sloW-to-release relay, however, and remains
the disconnection of negative potential from
the inner control grid of V15 due to the open 40 operated, thus preventing the transmission of a
further instruction pulse, for such a period as to
ing of contacts 1P2 and the changeover of con
give a suitable interdigital pause. Relay 1? in
tact 182. Finally the multivibrator MV remains
releasing
again opens the circuit of relay IS but
locked over I52 and NI, ISI being now open.
this relay is also a slow-to-release relay, its re
When the H toggle is tripped, a positive pulse
lease period being such that if there is a further
is applied to the outer control grid of Vi? as be
digit to be transmitted, a complete scan, the trip
fore and a pulse is again transmitted over the
ping of the H toggle, the transmission of the in
instruction lead INS to the control and discrimi
struction pulse and the tripping of the N toggle
nate circuit CD. The H toggle in transposing
takes place before relay IS has released. Relay
also applies a positive potential to the inner con
IP is thus reoperated over Ni and I53 and trans
trol grids of We and VI‘! and this time as the
mission of the digit takes place as previously de~
outer control grid of V! l is positive, current flows
scribed. If there is no further digit to be trans»
over the discriminate lead DISC to the control
mitted, relay IS releases and no further trans
and discriminate circuit CD. This causes the
mission can take place until the start-send key is
beam to shift from position 1 to position 2. Now
there will be no dots in the earlier areas of po 55
sition 2 since a digit is stored. Hence as the

again operated.

The clear key KCL is provided to enable the
operator to cancel an existing digit set-up if she

beam moves along the line pulses will be trans
has made a mistake or for any other purpose.
mitted from the amplifier to the control and dis
The operation of the key KCL causes the opera
criminate circuit which absorbs the ?rst pulse
and transmits the subsequent pulses over lead TR 60 tion of relay CL which at 0L4 opens the circuit
for applying negative potential to the inner con
to the outer control grid of VH. The inner
trol grid of Vl5. This enables an instruction
control grid is positive with respect to earth and
pulse to be transmitted each time the sender is
hence the pulses appear in the anode circuit as
associated with the common equipment. Further
negative-going pulses and are fed as before to
the electronic counter. Now the digit 6 was 65 at contacts GL2 the N toggle is maintained in its
normal position While contacts GL3 prevent fur
stored on the screen and consequently 6 impulses
ther operation of the multivibrator MV in the
will be transmitted over the lead TR. 0n the
case where the clear key is operated during trans
next step of the beam in position 2, a dot will be
mission. In the latter case, the opening of con
encountered and no impulse will be received and
the same will apply to subsequent steps. The 70 tacts SL4 may not be immediately effective since
it will be necessary to wait for the release of re
digit 6 is thus stored on the electronic counter.
lay IP. Since the N toggle is maintained in its
The ?rst pulse in the anode circuit of VI‘! is
normal condition, reading will take place but the
also applied via C8, RM and MBA to the control
pulses incoming to the sender over TR will not
grid of the left-hand portion of VIB, thus trip

ping the N toggle. At contacts NI the circuit of 75 be transmitted and although they will be trans
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mitted over the lead CS they will have no effect
on the counter owing to the operation of contact
Cl I.
clearing operation will of course take

will be received from the ampli?er. No control
will be received by the line test circuit over the
lead RG and hence no shift will be applied until
dots appear in position 2 when the operation will

place very rapidly and will be easily completed
during the time during which the key KCL is de—

pressed.

be the same as that described above.
It will now be assumed that the sender S is
in a position either to write or to read. When

A description will now be given of the opera
tion of the control and
criminate circuit shown
this sender is associated with the common equip
in Fig. 9. This circuit includes three toggles com
merit, a negative-going pulse is received over the
the three double triodes V21}, V223 and V 2-3 10 instruction lead INS as previously described and
and the associated capacitors and resistors, and
V 23 is transposed. The control grid of the left
"co switching valves V2 5, V25 and V26. In the
hand portion of V 28 thus becomes negative with
.. al condition the leit~hand portion of V 2%,
respect to earth and this negative potential is
both portions of V2 3, and the left-hand portions
applied to the control grid of the left-hand por
of V23 and. V25 are all conducting. The diode 15 tion of Vii. The left-hand portion is thus cut
V is noun-conducting, V?’ is cut oil on the con—
off and the anode voltage thus depends on the
trol grid
so is the left~hand portion of V26.
potential at the point D. As previously described
The leit~hand portion of V26 is connected as a
if the sender wishes to write, there will be no
cathode follower while the right-hand portion is
current flow over lead DISC and the potential
connected as a diode
normally conducting. 20 divider RH, R18, Rid is such that a positive po
The output from the right-hand portion is taken
tential will be maintained on the control grid
to the Y t chase ampli?er YTBA where it is
of the right-hand portion of V25. This portion
combined
the output from the Y tirnebase
therefore conducts and the anode voltage is suffi

When the right-hand portion of V28

ciently low to prevent conduction of the diode

is conducting, the effect as regards the beam is to
cause it to scan over position 1. When the right

circuit.

V22 ‘so that no transposition of V23 takes place,
and V25 remains out off. During Writing the in

hand portion is out off in the manner described
later, an additional shift voltage is applied to the

cuit LTC (Fig. 5) to apply pulses from the ampli

struction control is effective on the line test cir~

Y tiniebase waveform to cause the beam to scan

fier to the transfer lead TR instead of to the
over position 2. The right-hand portion of V25 is 30 regenerate lead RG. The toggle V213 is thus un
switched on and or? under the control either of
affected and hence the diode portion of V28 re
the left-hand portion of V23 which is itself con
mains conducting and the beam writes in position
trolled by the toggle V24 or by V25 which is itself
1. When the required number of dots have been
controlled from the toggle Vi? through V25, V22
written, current ?ows over the discriminate lead
the toggle V28.
DISC and the right-hand portion of Vii is out
In order to understand the operation of this
off. The anode voltage of V2! thus rises, the
circuit, it will be assumed that a sender such as
diode V22 conducts and the toggle V 23 trips. The
S wishes neither to write nor to read. When the
control grid of V25 thus goes positive and the
sender is associated with the common equipment
valve conducts. it will be seen that V25 is con
by
operation of its H toggle, no pulse is re 40 nected as a cathode follower, the cathode re
ceiv d over the instruc .on lead INS and no cur~
sistor Rit being that for V25. The conduction
rent news over the discriminating lead DZSC so

that valves V253, V25, V22, V1.3 and V25 remain
their normal condition. ‘Further the right—
hand portion of V28 is conducting so that the
begins to scan the line in position 1. A

pulse will, hon/‘over, he received from the ampli
iier and this is fed through the line test circuit
LTC (Fig. 5») to the regenerate lead HG to trans
pose the toggle Vila. The control grid of the
right-hand portion of V‘M now becomes positive
and t
"ive potential
applied to the con
trol grid of we left-hand portion of V255, This
left-hand portion therefore conducts. It will be
' both portions or V

have a common

portion, the cathode goes
positive to an es el . su

to cut off the diode

portion, thus resulting in the application of a
shift voltage to the deflector plates, and the re
generation of the dot in position 2. The lead PS
from the pulse source is connected to the control
f the right-hand portion of V21‘; and V24
consequently reverts to normal after each dot.
left~hand portion of V25 is then cut off, the
diode portion agai; conducts and the shift is re
moved.
continues over the whole of the two
lines allocated to the sender.
A somewhat similar operation occurs when the

of V25 thus has the same effect as the conduc—
tion of the left-hand portion of V25 and conse

quently the diode portion is cut off, the shift is
applied until V23 reverts to normal and the dots
in position 2 are regenerated, no further pulses
being obtained from the ampli?er. When the
beam reaches the end of the section of the
line allocated to the digit in question, the 12th
pulse from the X timebase circuit ZETB is applied
over condenser Ct to the control grid of the right
hand portion of V 23 which thus reverts to nor~
mal and V25 is out off. The 12th pulse from the
X timebase circuit XTB is also applied to the
line test circuit LTC to bring about a circuit
change which enables any pulses from the ampli—
?er relative to subsequent digits to be trans
mitted over the regenerate lead RG and not
the transfer lead 'I‘R. In the remainder of the

two lines, therefore, the dots are regenerated
position 1 or position 2.

only, whether they are

Now assume that the sender wishes to read.
In this case a pulse is received over the instruc

tion lead INS when the H toggle trips to asso
ciate the sender with the common equipment. In
addition, as previously described, current flows
over the discriminate lead DISC so that V23 is

transposed and both parts of V2i are cut off.
Current then ?ows through the diode V22 and

sender wishes neither to read nor to write but a 70 the toggle V23 is consequently transposed, V25
digit or digits is or are stored on one or more

of the lines allocated to the sender. In this case
no instruction pulse or discriminate signal will
be received and when the beam reaches the ?rst
area in position 1, it will ?nd a dot and no pulse 75

conducts and the shift is applied. As before the
instruction pulse is elfective in the line test cir
cuit LTC so that the pulses from the ampli?er
are transmitted over the transfer lead TR in
stead of over the regenerate lead RG. The beam
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the condition of this dot area and whether writ
ing, reading or regeneration is to be effected.
tion 1. When dots appear in position 2, no fur—
1. No instruction pulse received and no digits
ther pulses will be obtained from the ampli?er,
stored
but the shift continues to be applied until V23
As
previously
explained
the beam will arrive
reverts to normal on the 12th pulse. Further
at position 1 and as no digit is stored, a pulse will
current flow over the discriminate lead DISC
be received from the ampli?er over lead AMP
ceases on the transposition of the N toggle in
and will pass via B of DVR and A of INSR to
the sender on the reception of the ?rst pulse
the
regenerate lead RG and thence to the control
10
over lead TR. Hence V23 cannot be again trans
and discriminate circuit to cause the shift to
posed until the N toggle reverts to normal after
be applied as previously explained. Relay DVR
the transmission of the digit. In addition no in
is restored on the next pulse from the pulse
struction pulse will be transmitted over lead INS

thus scans in position 2, inserting dots in this
position and erasing the existing dots in posi

until the N toggle reverts to normal so that no

source over lead PS.

shift is applied by V23 until the N toggle reverts
to normal. Hence the next and subsequent digits

2. Write instruction received
The instruction pulse obtained on the tripping
of the H toggle is transmitted to the circuit over

if any will be regenerated in the manner pre

viously described.
Finally at the end of the second line allocated

lead INS and causes the INS v relay to open its
A contacts and close its B contacts. The ?rst
20
to the sender, a group shift pulse is applied over
pulse is thus prevented from passing to the re—

lead GS and capacitor CHI to cause the toggle
V26 to revert to normal and the control and dis
criminate circuit is ready for association with
another sender. If the next time the sender S

generate lead RG so that no shift is applied but

posed.

I-laving described the various component cir
cuits individually, a description will now be given
of the manner in which the circuits operate to
gether and for this purpose it will be assumed
that the operator wishes to transmit the number
5432. It will be understood that the selection of
four digits is purely arbitrary and any number
up to a maximum of eight may be transmitted.

instead the ?rst pulse operates the transfer relay

TRB which opens contact A and closes contact
B. Subsequent pulses thus pass over the trans
25
is associated with the circuit, the N toggle in'the
fer lead TR and the ?rst of these pulses resets
sender has still not reverted to normal, as may
the instruction relay INSR to prevent the trans
well be the case, no instruction pulse is received
fer of pulses on subsequent digits. Transfer re
and no current ?ows over the discriminate lead.
lay TRR is restored on the 12th pulse. It will
Regeneration then takes place. It is possible that
thus be seen that the ?rst pulse is absorved by the
the N toggle may revert while the sender is ac 30 line test circuit in this case.
tually associated with the common equipment.
3. Read instruction received
In this case current will flow over the discriminate
lead and the right-hand portion of V2! will be
The read instruction comprises an instruction
cut off. The left-hand portion, however, re
pulse and a current flow over the discriminate
mains conducting since it is only possible to trans
lead. The latter has no effect on the line test
mit an instruction pulse at the moment when
circuit but the instruction pulse causes the same
the H toggle in the sender is tripped. The anode
operation as described in paragraph 2, the ?rst
voltage of V2! does not therefore increase to a
pulse being absorbed while subsequent pulses are
suiiicient extent to cause current ?ow through
40 transmitted over the transfer lead TR.
the diode V22 and V23 is therefore not trans

Consideration will now be given to the circuit
of the line test circuit LTC which is shown in
Fig. 5. This circuit is composed of three similar
switching units DVR, TRR and INSR which in
operation resemble a relay with one make and one

break contact. In each unit the valves V6, ‘Vii
and VIZ are toggle circuits while valves V5 and
Vi’ for DVR, V8 and V10 for TRR and Vi! and
V13 for INSR are gate valves consisting of pen
todes all having a short suppressor grid base.

When the operator depresses the key K5 for
the ?rst digit, this digit will be injected into the
electronic counter in the sender and the N tog

When the right-hand portion of, for instance,

gle will be tripped by the operation of relay G.

Referring now to Fig. 8, the 12th pulse from the

be received from the ampli?er. This pulse is fed

When the key K5 is released, relay G releases and
V6 is conducting the gate valve V5 is open on its
removes the negative potential from the inner
outer control grid and an input applied at LA
to the inner control grid will pass to the output 55 control grid of VI?» which then takes up a poten
tial substantially at earth. Nothing further hap
0A. A reset pulse on lead R will transpose the
pens until the H toggle is tripped when an in
toggle, the gate valveV5 is closed and V‘? is opened
struction pulse will be transmitted over the lead
so that an input on 18 passes to the output 013.
INS to the control and discriminate circuit CD
Each unit can thus be regarded as shown in Fig. '7.
A pulse on lead R causes the upper contact to 60 (Fig. 9) and to the line test circuit LTC (Fig. 8).
In the control and discriminate circuit the in
open and the lower contact to close, this condi
struction pulse trips the toggle V20 but causes
tion being maintained until a pulse on lead S is
no further circuit operation. In the line test cir
received which causes the relay to revert to the
cuit, the instruction relay I-NSR is operated,
condition shown. The various interconnections
between the inputs and outputs of the three re 65 thereby opening contacts A and closing contacts
B. The relay DVR will also have been operated
lays shown in Fig. 5 and the various connections
by the previous 12th pulse so that contacts A will
made to the S and R leads may be represented
be open and contacts B will be closed.
diagrammatically as shown in Fig. 8 and this
When the beam arrives at the ?rst area in posi
drawing will be used to explain the operation of
tion
1, it will insert a dot and an impulse will
70
the circuit.

over the lead AP to the line test circuit and
will pass over contacts 13 of DVR and contacts
tact A is opened and contact B closed. This is
B of INSR to operate the transfer relay TRR.
the condition when the beam arrives on the ?rst
dot area. The operation of the circuit depends on 75 Contacts A of THE are opened while contacts B

pulse source transposes relay DVR so that con
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are closed. It will be noted that no pulse is fed
over the regenerate lead RG to the control and
discriminate circuit so that no shift is applied to

18
and the dot in position 1 is regenerated. This
will continue as long as dots are found in position
1 and subsequently, the dots in position 2 are

the beam which therefore continues in position 1.
regenerated, the shift being applied for each dot.
The ?rst pulse transmitted over the lead TR
When the beam arrives at the second section,
serves to restore the instruction relay INSR and
there Will be no dot in position 1 so that the digit
this pulse together with subsequent pulses are
set up by the operation of the second key is in
passed through the valve Vi? in the sender and
sorted in the manner described for the ?rst digit.
thence over the lead CS to the counter. These
The operation on subsequent digits is similar to
pulses have no effect on the N toggle since this it) the above and will not be described in detail.
is already operated. Dots continue to be in
When all the digits have been set up, the opera
serted in position 1 until the counter is counted
tor will depress the start-send key KSS and on
out whereupon a pulse is transmitted from the
the reiease of the key the potential at the inner
last stage SS4 to restore the N toggle to normal.
control grid of V35 in the sender will be brought
Current now flows through the valve V it and in
to earth potential since relay IP is released and
the control and discriminate circuit, the right
relay IS maintained operated due to its slow re
hand portion of V2! is cut o?. The diode V22
lease characteristics. When the sender S is next
now conducts causing the toggle V23 to trip
associated with the common equipment, an in
whereupon current flows through V25, thereby
struction pulse is transmitted to CD and LTC
cutting off the diode portion of V25 to cause the
while current ?ows over the discriminate lead
shift to be applied to the beam. The beam is
DISC extending to CD. The toggle V26 is tripped
thus
to position 2 where it remains until
to cut-off the left-hand section of V2l while the
the 12th pulse is transmitted from the X time
right-hand section is cut oii due to current flow
base circuit. The 12th pulse restores the toggle
over lead DISC. Current flows through the diode

V {23- to normal and thus removes the shift so that 25 V22, toggle V23 is tripped and current ilows'

the beam reverts to position 1 While
the line
test circuit the transfer relay is restored and

relay DVR is operated. As previously explained

through V25 whereupon the diode portion of V25
is cut off and the shift is applied to the beam.
This shift is effective until toggle V23 is returned

the digit stored is the complement of the re

to normal. In L’I‘C, relays INSR and DBH are
30 operated. The beam as it scans the ?rst section
quired digit to the number 11.
Subsequent sections of the two lines allocated
in position 2 will at ?rst insert dots in the vacant

to the sender S will contain no digits and conse

quently the instruction relay INSR in the line test

areas and erase the dots in position 1. The inser
tion of the ?rst dot will cause a pulse to be trans
mitted from the ampli?er to LTC to cause the

circuit is not operated. Thus when the beam ar
rives at the ?rst area in the next section, a pulse 35 operation of transfer relay TRR, subsequent
will be received ‘from the ampli?er since the beam
pulses passing over the transfer lead TR to V9?
is in position where no dot has been inserted.
in the sender. The 12th pulse from the X time
This pulse will pass over contacts B of DVR, con
base circuit restores V23 to normal to enable sub
tacts A of INSR and thence over lead RG- to the
sequent sections to be regenerated. The ?rst
control and discriminate circuit CD where it trips 40 pulse received in the sender trips the N toggle
the toggle vzc. A shift is thus applied to the
which reoperates relay IP to ire-energize relay IS
the dot in position 2 is regenerated and
before the latter has had time to release. The
that just formed in position 1 erased. The tog
pulses are also fed over lead CS to the counter
gle V255 is restored to normal by the next pulse
and as the ?rst digit was 5, the counter is ad
from the pulse source over lead PS. This opera 45 vanced to give a count of 6. The operation of
tion continues for the remainder of the second
the N toggle also removes at Ni the lock on the
section and for all subsequent sections,
multivibrator MV but as previously explained the
the end of the scan over the last section, the
transmission of a pulse by the multivibrator
gran pulse from the Y timebase circuit is trans
will not take place until the digit has been stored
n"

,e . over lead GS to the control and discrimi

50 in the counter. When the multivibrator operates,
pulses are transmitted over leads Pi and P2 and
normal. r
s group pulse is also effective to re
also over lead CS to the counter. During this
store the
toggle of the sender thus disconnect
operation the beam will scan the lines allocated
ing the sender S from the common equipment.
to S a number of times but no instruction pulse
It will be understood that the above operations 55 will be transmitted to CD and LTC since relay IP
take place extremely rapidly and will in all cases
is maintained operated over 133 and NE. The ex

oircuit where it restores the toggle V29 ‘to

bv ended before the operator depresses the next
isting dot pattern is thus regenerated.
key.
fact it may happen that the beam
When the 5 pulses have been transmitted by
arrives at the beginning of the ?rst line allocated
MV, a pulse is delivered from stage SSL’i of +he
to the sender 5 before the operator has depressed 60 counter and applied to the N toggle which there
the next key
which case no instruction pulse
upon reverts to normal. Relay N is restoring,
will be transmitted either to the control and dis
releases slow-to-release relay IP. Relay 1? how»
criminate circuit or to the line test circuit. The
ever, maintains the negative potential on the
dot pattern on the two lines will thus be regen
inner control grid for a period dependent upon
erated as described above.
65 its release characteristics to provide the inter
When the operator depresses the next key, an
digital pause and on releasing opens the circuit
instruction pulse will be transmitted to the con
of slow-to~release relay IS. The release period
trol and discriminate circuit and to the line test
of IS is such that the sender S will be again con
circuit with the same results as described above.
nected to the common equipment before relay IS
In this case however a digit is already stored in
?nally opens its contacts. An instruction pulse
the ?rst section of the first line and consequently
is then transmitted and current flows over lead
when the beam arrives at the ?rst area, a dot
DISC to CD. Pulses are transmitted to the sender
will have already been inserted so that no pulse
over lead TR as previously described, the ?rst
is received from the ampli?er and the toggle V24
pulse tripping the N toggle and operating relay
remains normal. No shift ‘is applied ‘to the beam
IP which re-completes the circuit for ES before
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said allotting arrangements so that a particular
controller is associated with said storage device
at the time said transfer devices are co-operating
digit has been transmitted, relay IE‘ releases
with the section of storage space individual to
followed by relay IS and the sender is restored
5 such controller.
to normal.
3. An arrangement for storing and retrans
It will be understood that the invention is not
mitting numerical information comprising a
limited to the precise arrangement described
cathode ray tube of the memory type including
above. For instance, while it is preferable to
this has released. The remaining digits are trans
mitted in a similar manner and after the last

store the digits on the screen as the complement

a screen, beam-forming means and de?ecting

of the required digits to a predetermined num
ber since by this means a single counting circuit
may be used in the sender, it will be appreciated
that the same digit may be stored and two count
ing circuits employed in the sender, one of which,
for example, receives the digit from the keyset on
writing or from the multivibrator on reading
while the other receives the pulses from the am
pli?er, a signal being provided when both count~
ers indicate the same digit. Further it is not
necessary to employ a keyset of the type shown
but any arrangement may be used which is capa
ble of injecting digits into the electronic counter.
Other modifications which will be apparent to
those skilled in the art may also be made to
the circuits.
I claim:
1. An arrangement for storing and retransmit
ting numerical information comprising a high
speed storage device, a plurality of controllers for
supplying numerical information to said storage
device and for receiving numerical information
from said storage device, there being sufficient
storage space on said storage device to provide
a section individual to each of said controllers,

10 means for said beam, a plurality of controllers for

continuously-operating allotting arrangements
for successively associating said controllers with
said storage device for supplying all the numeri

supplying numerical information for storage on
said screen and for receiving numerical informa~
tion stored on said screen, there being sufficient
storage space on said screen to provide a section
15 individual to each of said controllers, a switching

device individual to each of said controllers for
associating said controller with said cathode ray
tube, first transfer means associated with said
cathode ray tube for causing numerical informa
tion derived from any one controller to be stored
on said screen while said controller is associated
therewith by the operation of its individual
switching device, second transfer means asso—
ciated with said cathode ray tube for causing
25 numerical information stored thereon to be
passed to any one of said controllers while said
controller is associated with said cathode ray
tube by the operation of its individual switching
device, means for generating de?ecting wave~
30 forms, means for applying said waveforms to
said deflecting means to cause said beam to trav
erse successively the individual storage sections
on said screen, means for generating a control

pulse each time said beam is brought into co-op
eration with a different section of storage space
and. means for effecting the operation of each one
of said switching devices alone in turn in response
to successive control pulse applied to all said

cal information accommodated in any one indi
switching devices.
vidual section of said storage device, a transfer‘
4. An arrangement as claimed in claim 3 in
device for causing numerical information to be 40
which each switching device comprises a double
passed between said controllers and said storage
triode toggle circuit having two stable positions
device, means for producing progressive relative
and potentials derived from the anodes of the
movement between successive elements of said
toggle circuit are applied to the controller for de
storage device and said transfer device, and syn
termining its association with the cathode ray
chronising means for controlling the operation of
said allotting arrangements so that a particular
tube.
5. An arrangement for storing and retransmit
controller is associated with said storage device
ting numerical information comprising a cathode
at the time said transfer device is co-operating
ray tube of the memory type including a screen,
with the section of storage space individual to
beam-forming means and de?ecting means for
such controller.
2. An arrangement for storing and ret ‘ansmit
‘ said beam, a plurality of controllers for supplying
ting numerical information comprising a high"
numerical information for storage on said screen
and for receiving numerical information stored
speed storage device, a plurality of controllers
on said screen, continuously-operating allotting
for supplying numerical information to said stor—
arrangements for successively associating said
age device and for receiving numerical informa
tion from said storage device, there being suf
controllers with said cathode ray tube, transfer
ficient storage space on said storage device to
means associated with said beam and said screen
for causing numerical information to be passed
provide a section individual to each of said con
trollers, continuously~operating allotting ar
between said controllers and said cathode ray
rangements for successively associating said con 60 tube, means for generating de?ecting wave
trollers with said storage device for supplying all
forms, means for applying said waveforms to said
de?ecting means to cause said beam to traverse
the numerical information accommodated in any
said screen by step-by-step movement along a
one individual section of said storage device, a
plurality of rows, and synchronising means for
?rst transfer device for causing numerical in
formation to be transferred from any one of said 65 controlling the operation of said allotting ar
rangements whereby the beam is always caused
controllers to said storage device while the con
to traverse the same respective rows on said
troller concerned is associated therewith, a sec
ond transfer device for causing numerical infor
screen while the tube is associated with the same
mation to be transferred from said storage de
controller.
6. An arrangement for storing and retransmit
vice to any one of said controllers while it is as 70
sociated with said storage device, means for pro
ting numerical information, comprising a cath

ducing progressive relative movement between . ode ray tube of the memory type including a
screen, beam-forming means and de?ecting
successive elements of said storage device and
means for said beam, a plurality of controllers for
said ?rst and second transfer devices, and syn
chronising means for controlling the operation of 75 supplying numerical information for storage on
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saidscreen and for-receiving numerical informa
tion stored on said screen, continuously-operat
ing allotting arrangements for successively asso
ciating said controllers with said ‘cathode ray
tube, ?rst transfer means associated with said
cathode ray tube for causing numerical informa

22
0nd de?ecting waveform responsive to signals
from saidsignalplate.
:9. Anarrangement for storing numerical in
formation comprising a cathode _ray tube of the

memory type including a screen, beam-forming
means and ?rst and second de?ecting means for

tion derived from any one controller to be stored
on said screen while said controller is associated

numerical information for storage on said screen

therewith, second transfer means associated with
said cathode ray tube for causing numerica1 in

said screen, means for generating a ?rst de?ect~

formation stored thereon to be passed to any one
of said controllers while said controller is asso
ciated with said cathode'ray tube, means for gen

erating de?ecting wave-forms, means for apply

said beam, a-plurality ofcontrollers for supplying
and for receiving numerical information stored on

ing waveformrneans for applying ‘said waveform
to said ?rst de?ecting means to cause the beam
to traverse the screen by a step-by-step move~
ment along a ?rst line thereby imparting a char

ing said waveforms to said de?ecting means to 15 acteristic charge distribution to the screen along
cause said beam to traverse said screen by step—
said ?rst line, means for generating a secondde
by~step movement along a plurality of rows, and
fleeting ‘waveform, means for applying said second
synchronising means for controlling the opera
de?ecting waveform to said second deflecting

tion of said allotting arrangements whereby ‘the

means to cause the traverse of the beam to follow
line displaced from said ?rst line, the
distance ‘between said?rst and second lines being
associated with the same controller.
less than the distance at which ‘the formation ‘of
7. An arrangement for storing numerical in
a charge distribution at one spot by the beam
formation comprising a cathode ray tube of the
will erase ‘the charge distribution previously
memory type including a screen, beam-forming 25 formed by the beam at an adjacent spot, con
means and ?rst and second de?ecting means for
tinuously-operating allotting arrangements for
said beam, a controller for supplying numerical
successively associating said controllers with said
information for storage on said screen'rneans for
cathode ray-tube, means controlled from any one
generating a ?rst de?ecting Waveform, means for
of said controllers for effecting the application
applying said waveform to .said ?rst de?ecting 30 of said second de?ecting waveform to said second
to cause the beam to traverse‘the screen by
de?ecting means, means ‘for generating a third
ste-p--by~step movement along a ?rst line, thereby
deflecting ‘waveform, ‘means for applying said
beam is always caused to traverse the same re

spective rows on said screen while the tube is

imparting a characteristic charge distribution
to the screen along said?rst line, means for gen
erating a second de?ecting waveform, and means

controlled by said controller for applying said
second de?ecting Waveform to said second dc~
?eeting means to cause the traverse of the beam
to follow a second line displaced from said ?rst
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third de?ecting waveform to saidsecond de?ect
ing means to cause said beam to traverse said
screen along a plurality of rows, said rows being

spaced apart by adistance greater than that be
tweensaid ?rst and second lines, and sychronis
ing means for controlling the operation of said

allotting arrangements whereby ‘the beam is al
line, the amount of displacement between said 40 ways caused ‘to traverse the same respective rows
?rst and second lines being less than the distance
on said screen while the tube is associated ‘with
at which the formation of a charge distribution
thesame controller.
at one spot by the beam will erase the charge dis
10. An arrangement for tranrnitting digits in
tribution previously formed by the beam at an
the form of trains of numerical impulses in re

adjacent spot.

8. An arrangement for storing numerical in
formation comprising a cathode ray tube of the
memory type including a screen, beam-forming
means and ?rst and second de?ecting means for
a

a control circuit for said

sponse to-the operation of a keyset, comprising a

plurality of keysenders each including a keyset,
a high-speed storage device including suf?cient
storage space to provide a section individual to
each of said keysenders, continuously-operating
allotting arrangements for successively associat
ing said keysenders with said storage device for
interval less ‘than the time required for storing

cathode ray tube, means in said controller for
sending an instruction signal to said control cir
cuit, means for generating a ?rst deflecting wave
all the digits accommodated in
one individual
form, means for applying said waveform to said
section of said storage device, register means in
?rst de?ecting means to cause the beam to trav
each of said keysenders for registering digits in
erse the s
by step--by~step movement along
accordance with the operation of the associated
a ?rst line, thereby imparting a characteristic
keyset, a transfer device for causing digits to be
charge distribution to the screen along said ?rst
transferred from said register means to said stor~
line, a signal plate adjacent said screen, means
age device, means for producing progressive rela
for sending a signal to said control circuit each 60 tive motion between successive elements of said
time an increment of charge is imparted to said
storage device and said transfer device, sending
screen, means for generating a second de?ecting
means in each keysender for transmitting trains
waveform, means responsive to a signal from said
of impulses over an external circuit, control means
signal plate for applying said second de?ecting
for causing the information registered on said
Waveform to said second de?ecting means to
storage device to control the operation of a key
cause the traverse of the beam to follow a second
sender While it is associated with said storage

line displaced from said ?rst line, the amount of
displacement produced by said second de?ecting

device and synchronising means for controlling
the operation of said allotting arrangements
means between said ?rst and second lines being
whereby the respective keysenders are always as
less than the distance at which the formation of 70 sociated with the same section of storage space
a charge distribution at one spot by the beam will
on said storage device.
erase the charge ‘distribution previously formed
11. An arrangement as claimed in claim 10 in
by the beam at an adjacent spot, and means in
which the digits are stored on the storage device
said control circuit responsive to said instruction
in decimal notation and means are provided for
signal for preventing the application of said sec
marking the initial element of storage space cor~
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said waveform to said ?rst de?ecting means to

responding to each digit together with means re
sponsive ‘to said marking to cause the transfer
device to delay its operation until it encounters

cause the beam to traverse the screen by step-by

step movement along a ?rst line, thereby im
parting a characteristic charge distribution to

an unmarked initial element.

said screen along said ?rst line, means for gen

12. An arrangement for transmitting digits in

erating a second deflecting waveform, means
controlled by the setting of any one of said reg

the forms of trains of numerical impulses in re

sponse to the operation of a keyset, comprising a

ister means for applying said second de?ecting
Waveform to said second de?ecting means while
the keysender concerned is associated with said

plurality of keysenders each including a lreyset,
a cathode ray tube of the memory type including
a screen, beam-forming means and de?ecting
means for said beam, continuously-operating al

keysenders for registering digits in accordance
with the operation of the associated keyset, means

cathode ray tube to cause the traverse of the
beam to follow a second line displaced from said
?rst line for a distance dependent on the setting
of said register means, the distance between
said ?rst and second lines being less than the
distance at which the formation of a charge dis
tribution at one spot by the beam will erase the

for transferring the setting of any one of said
register means to said cathode ray tube while the

beam at an adjacent spot, sending means in each

sending means in each keysend-er for transmitting

over an external circuit, control means for trans

lotting arrangements for successively associating
said keysenders, with said cathode ray tube for

equal intervals of time regardless of the operation
of said keysenders, register means in each of said

charge distribution previously formed by the

keysender concerned is associated therewith, 20 keysender for transmitting trains of impulses
ferring to a keysender while said keysender is

trains of impulses over an external circuit, con

associated with said cathode ray tube the in
formation registered on said screen in the form

trol means for causing the information registered
on said screen to control the operation of a key

sender while it is associated with said cathode 25 of displacement of charge distribution, means
for generating a third de?ecting waveform, means
ray tube, means for producing de?ecting wave
for applying said third deflecting waveform to
forms, means for applying said waveforms to said

said second de?ecting means to cause said beam
de?ecting means to cause said beam to traverse
to traverse said screen along a plurality of rows,
said screen by step-by-step movement along a
plurality of rows, and synchronising means for 30 said rows being spaced apart by a distance greater

than that between said ?rst and second lines,
and synchronising means for controlling the op
eration of said allotting arrangements whereby
the beam is always caused to traverse the same

controlling the operation of said allotting ar~
rangements whereby the beam is always caused
to traverse the same respective rows on said
screen while the tube is associated with the same.

keysenderl

35 respective rows on said screen while the tube is

associated with the same keysender.

13. An arrangement as claimed in claim 12 in
which the digits are stored on the cathode ray
tube in decimal notation in successive rows, a
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